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INTRODUCTION
Rhino Oil and Gas Exploration South Africa (Pty) Ltd has lodged
an application for an exploration right with the Petroleum
Agency South Africa (PASA) in terms of section 79 of the
Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act, 28 of
2002 (MPRDA).
Minerals included in the application are oil, gas, condensate,
coal bed methane, helium and biogenic gas. The exploration
area is broad and encompasses farms in the Eastern Cape
adjacent to the Lesotho boundary (see Figure 1).
Rhino Oil and Gas intends to undertake early-phase petroleum
exploration, focussing on identifying oil and gas resources
which may be located within suitable geological strata. The
purpose is to determine the presence of a petroleum resource
which could be investigated further. The initial 3-year
exploration work programme will be restricted to non-invasive
techniques, seismic surveys and the drilling of less than 10 core
boreholes. No hydraulic fracturing or fracking is proposed for
this exploration.
ENVIRONMENTAL AUTHORISATION PROCESS
Prior to the granting of an Exploration Right for the proposed
project an environmental assessment process must be
conducted and approved by PASA in terms of the National
Environmental Management Act, 107 of 1998 (NEMA). Rhino
Oil and Gas will make an application to PASA for environmental
authorisation. The 2014 Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations (GN R982 promulgated in terms of NEMA) are
applicable as the application for an exploration right is activity
18 in Listing Notice 2 (GN R984). The EIA Regulations define the
assessment process which includes: a scoping phase,
environmental impact assessment (EIA) phase and an
environmental management programme (EMPr). Public
participation is a key component of the environmental
assessment process.
SLR Consulting (Africa) (Pty) Ltd (SLR), an independent firm of
environmental consultants, has been appointed by Rhino Oil
and Gas Exploration South Africa (Pty) Ltd to manage the
environmental assessment process.
This document has been prepared by SLR to inform you about:
 the application and proposed project activities;
 the environmental assessment process to be followed;
 SLR’s understanding of the possible environmental
impacts; and
 how you can have input into the environmental assessment.
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PROJECT SUMMARY
Application: Environmental Autotisation for
an Exploration Right in terms of Section 79 of
the MPRDA.
Target Minerals: oil, gas, condensate, coal
bed methane, helium and biogenic gas.
Locality: north-eastern region of the Eastern
Cape, west of Matatiele and adjacent to the
Lesotho border.See Figure.
Properties in the ER: ~240 farms and
portions, see list in Appendix 1.
Planned activities: Early phase exploration –
activities such as data review, mapping,
geochemical analysis, apatite fission track
analysis, airborne Full Tensor Gravity
Gradiometry surveys, land based seismic
survey and core borehole drilling. NO
fracking.
HOW TO RESPOND
Responses to this document can be submitted
by means of the attached comments sheet or
in writing and/or through communication with
SLR
WHO TO CONTACT
Matthew Hemming or Stella Moeketse
(011) 467 0945 (Tel)
(011) 467 0978 (Fax)
PO Box 1596, Cramerview 2060
mhemming@slrconsulting.com
or smoeketse@slrconsulting.com

PASA reference number(295 ER)
Please ensure that this reference number is
included on all correspondence.
Please respond to us before 10 October 2105
You are welcome to distribute this
document to other parties who may be
interested or affected by the project.
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BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED EXPLORATION
APPLICATION
The Petroleum Agency South Africa has accepted the
application lodged by Rhino Oil and Gas for an exploration
right for petroleum products. Acceptance of the application
by PASA only permits the applicant to continue with the
necessary process and does not constitute authorisation.
The application for environmental authorisation is to be
submitted to PASA in October 2015 and thereafter adhere to
the timeframes prescribed in the 2014 Environmental Impact
Assessment Regulations.
GENERAL
The 3-year exploration work programme proposed by Rhino
Oil and Gas is aimed at determining if there is an oil or gas
resource in the area that would warrant further exploration.
Year 1: the evaluation of geological data through a
comprehensive desk-top study. Much of this data is only
available to parities whom hold exploration rights. Subsurface structural features and stratigraphy will be mapped.
Data on source-rock geochemistry will be acquired.
Geological models may be developed.
Year 2: further geochemical data analysis as well as the
possible use of apatite fission track analysis and full tensor
gradiometry gravity (FTG) surveys.
Year 3: purchase and/or undertaking seismic surveys. The
final exploration activity would be the drilling of core
boreholes at target sites identified from the earlier work.
LOCATION
The exploration right application area is the northern region
of the Eastern Cape and includes ~240 farms over an area of
~ 120 000 ha. In broad terms the exploration area is bound in
the west by the Lesotho boundary, from near Qachas Nek to
approximately 20 km north of Mt. Fletcher in the south. The
area lies to the west of the R56 road between Matatiele and
Mt. Fletcher with the Maria-Linden Mission being just inside
the boundary (see attached Figure and list of farms).
Physical, on-the-ground exploration activities will only be
undertaken at a limited number of sites. The exact location
of the target sites can only be determined once Rhino has
completed the initial phases of exploration and examined
the available data. Possible techniques include:
FTG SURVEYS
Full tensor gradiometry gravity (FTG) surveys will be
undertaken to image subsurface geology in order to aid
exploration. Such surveys will be flown in fixed wing aircraft
and require no access to farms.
SEISMIC SURVEYS
Rhino will purchase seismic data where available and may
commission seismic surveys to image subsurface geology.
During a survey low frequency acoustic waves are generated
and the reflected waves recorded. Analysis of the return
waves provides information about rock types and possible
gases or fluids in rock formations.
Rhino is planning up to 100 km of two-dimensional (2D)
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surveys. Survey teams generate controlled acoustic energy
(using explosives, air gun or seismic vibrator) and record the
return waves in geophones laid at set spacing in a linear
alignment.
Survey teams require short-term access to farms to place
survey equipment and record the data. Survey lines will
follow existing access roads and disturbances with due
consideration of environmental constraints.
DRILLING
A maximum of 10 core boreholes are planned across the
exploration area. Boreholes would be drilled by a truck or
trailer mounted, mobile drilling rig very similar in size to a
water borehole rig. Drill sites will be accessed using existing
roads and farm tracks. The drill rig will be accompanied by
supporting equipment (vehicles, trailers, compressors, water
tanks, pumps, caravan etc). A typical exploration rig and
equipment requires an operating area of approximately 1
000 m2. See photos below.
Rock core will be extracted from the target strata and
removed to a laboratory. Samples will be examined,
described and tested for gas related properties.
Once drilling is completed the rig, all associated equipment
and waste products will be removed from site. The borehole
will be capped pending further investigation or sealed with
cement if not required further.
No water abstraction, pressure testing or hydraulic
fracturing of boreholes is included in the proposed work.
STAFF AND HOUSING
Early phase exploration will create relatively few job
opportunities as most work is contracted to specialist service
providers. The company will recruit locally as far as possible.
A seismic survey team comprises about 2o staff. A drill-rig is
normally manned by a crew of up to 5 persons. No on site
housing facilities are planned. Staff will be accommodated
in nearby towns or at locations agreed with land owners.
TIMING
The exploration work programme is planned over a 3 year
period. The programme is divided in phases with successful
completion of one phase informing the next.
FTG surveys are completed in a matter of hours. Seismic
surveys are undertaken over a period of months but the
personnel and equipment are on site for short periods.
Drilling at each site can take 1 to 3 months to complete.
ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
The establishment, management and rehabilitation of all
exploration sites will be done in consultation with land
owners. The process of managing the impacts and
rehabilitating the exploration sites will be conducted in
terms of the environmental management programme
produced for the project and approved by PASA.
LAND ACCESS
Private property will only ever be accessed with prior
consent of the landowner and then in terms of a written
agreement. It is likely that access will be required to only a
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few of the properties within the exploration area.
The locality of exploration sites is largely flexible and can be
adapted to minimise disturbance to land owners, occupiers,
agriculture and the environment.
MOTIVATION FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT
Petroleum products remain a vital source of energy. Natural
gas comprises mostly methane and is a relatively clean,
environmentally friendly form of energy. It can be used to
generate electricity or provide heat for domestic and
industrial purposes. Once extracted gas can be easily
contained, transported and safely used in many applications.
The type of downstream use is entirely dependent on the
commercial scale of the resource.
FUTURE EXPLORATION OR PRODUCTION

Typical core drilling rig

The current application is only to authorise the work as
described above (and in detail in the Scoping Report). Any
further exploration work to evaluate an identified resources
or a future production would require further approval from
PASA. Such approvals will be subject to the relevant legal
requirements which include further public consultation and
environmental assessment.
Rhino maintains that is not useful to speculate on the
possible future direction of the project as the range of
options is vast and the available information very limited.
PHOTOS

Typical FTG Survey plane

Schematic of seismic survey
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Example of drilling operations

Rock core recovered for analysis
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
The following preliminary issues and potential impacts
have been identified and will be investigated as part of
the environmental assessment process.
Farm Safety – Access by unknown persons to farms has
the potential to influence security on farms. Operating
heavy vehicles and equipment may pose safety risks.
Run away fires may present a potential safety risks for
both people and livestock.
Farm Infrastructure – farms roads, gates and fences
may be damaged during exploration activity.
Soil and land capability– activities at the seismic and
drill sites may affect soils and land capability if poorly
regulated and not rehabilitated.
Biodiversity – activities at the seismic and drill sites
have the potential to disturb and/or destroy vegetation,
habitat units and related ecosystem functionality,
including the disturbance of protected species.
Surface water – The proposed activities at the seismic
and drill sites has the potential to pollute surface water
resources through consumptive use and the discharge
of contaminants.
Groundwater – the proposed drilling has the potential
to consume and contaminate groundwater resources
which could impact availability to other groundwater
users and the ecosystem.
Air – The proposed project has the potential to
contribute to air pollution, particularly through dust
emissions from vehicles on gravel roads and the release
of gas from boreholes.
Noise and vibrations – The proposed project has the
potential to cause noise pollution during drilling
activities. Seismic surveys may cause damage to
structures and disturb livestock and wildlife.
Visual – the placement of seismic and drilling
equipment has the potential to create short-term visual
impacts.
Heritage resources – the proposed project has limited
potential to damage heritage resources.
Land use –The seismic and drill sites may conflict with
land use for the duration.
Socio-economic – the project has very limited potential
to contribute towards socio-economic impacts. Positive
impacts include job creation and stimulation of the
local and regional economy. Potential negative socioeconomic impacts include potential for increased
crime, spread of disease and pressure on support
services provision.
Cumulative and future impacts – although the current
work may have limited impacts, a concern is that
approval of this work could open the way for future,
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larger-scale projects in the area. These may have much
greater impact and be difficult to stop if investment has
been made.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
The assessment process aims to:
 provide information on the project &
alternatives
 provide information on the potentially affected
environment;
 identify, in consultation with interested and/or
affected parties (IAPs), the potential negative
as well as positive impacts of the project;
 provide an assessment of the significance of
the impacts;
 report on management measures required to
mitigate impacts to an acceptable level; and
 ensure informed, transparent and accountable
decision-making by the relevant authorities.
STEPS IN THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Pre Application phase (August to October 2015)
Identify and inform IAPs & regulatory authorities of the
proposed project (via direct consultation, newspaper
advertisements, site notices, this document)
Receive issues and responses from IAPs.
Define outstanding issues and terms of reference for
work to address potential impacts
Compile scoping report
Submit application to PASA (ito NEMA)
Scoping phase (October – December 2015)
Make draft scoping report available for review by IAPs
and other regulatory authorities.
Collect IAP comments, update Scoping Report and
forward to decision making Authorities.
EIA and EMP phase(January to June 2016)
Undertake any specialist investigations.
Assess impacts of proposed project and compile EIA and
EMP report.
Make this available to IAPs and regulatory authorities
for review.
Host possible public-feedback meetings.
Collect IAP comments, update EIA and EMPr and
forward to decision making Authorities.
Decision and Appeal
PASA to review EIA and EMPr and make a decision.
Notify IAPs and regulatory authorities.
Appeal process in terms of Appeal Regulations
REGISTER AND COMMENT
All stakeholders are invited to register as Interested &
Affected Parties (IAP). You must register as an IAP if
you would like more information or wish to participate
in the environmental assessment of the project.
To register, or to raise any environmental issues or
concerns regarding the project, please complete the
Response Form and return it to SLR no later than 10
October 2015. IAPs registered on the project’s
database will receive notification of informationsharing meetings and report review periods.
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Rhino Oil and Gas Exploration South Africa (Pty) Ltd
PROPOSED PETROLEUM EXPLORATION ON VARIOUS FARMS
IN EASTERN CAPE (295 ER)
REGISTRATION AND RESPONSE FORM FOR INTERESTED AND AFFECTED PARTIES
NAME
ORGANISATION/FARM
STREET OR POSTAL
ADDRESS

POSTAL CODE
WORK/ DAY TELEPHONE
NUMBER
CELL PHONE NUMBER

FAX NUMBER

PREFERRED CORRESPONDENCE (circle)

POST

DATE

Signature

E-MAIL
FAX

EMAIL

SMS

DETAILS OF OTHER PEOPLE WHO OWN LAND IN THE AREA OR YOU FEEL SHOULD BE INFORMED:

PLEASE IDENTIFY YOUR INTEREST IN THE PROPOSED PROJECT:

PLEASE WRITE YOUR COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS HERE:

(use additional pages if required)
Please return completed forms to:
Matthew Hemming or Stella Moeketse
(011) 467 0978 (Fax) or Po Box 1596, Cramerview 2060
mhemming@slrconsulting.com or smoeketse@slrconsulting.com
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MATATIELE
FARM NAME
SIBI 4

PTN
No.
0

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

0

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

1

NKAU 14

0

NKAU 14

1

NKAU 14

2

NKAU 14

3

NKAU 14

4

NKAU 14

5

NKAU 14

6

ISAAC DIAHO 15

0

ISAAC DIAHO 15

1

ISAAC DIAHO 15

2

ISAAC DIAHO 15

3

ISAAC DIAHO 15

4

KLEIN JONAS 16

0

KLEIN JONAS 16

2

KLEIN JONAS 16

4

KLEIN JONAS 16

5

TSITA MOSHESH 17

0

TSITA MOSHESH 17

1

TSITA MOSHESH 17

2

TSITA MOSHESH 17

3

TSITA MOSHESH 17

4

TSITA MOSHESH 17

5

MADLANGALA 18

0

MADLANGALA 18

1

MADLANGALA 18

2

KOSANA 20

0
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THREE SISTERS 26

0

DE SCHUUR 59

3

GLADSTONE 95

2

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

3

NEWLANDS 27

0

COCHET 60

0

GLADSTONE 95

3

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

4

MC ALPINE 28

0

COCHET 60

1

CHARLESMILLS 99

1

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

5

FREEMANTLE 29

0

COCHET 60

2

CHARLESMILLS 99

2

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

6

MAKOMERENG 30

0

GEORGEHERBERT 61

0

CHARLESMILLS 99

3

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

11

DEER PARK 32

0

GEORGEHERBERT 61

2

4

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

12

DEER PARK 32

1

HARRYEBDEN 62

0

0

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

13

NQATSHA 33

0

WALLACE 66

0

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

14

THE EYRIE 34

0

ETHELDALE 67

0

CHARLESMILLS 99
MARSHALLSCLARKE
100
SAUL 110

15

1

ETHELDALE 67

1

1

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

THE EYRIE 34

SAUL 110

19

0

ETHELDALE 67

2

1

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

UPLANDS 35

HILDA HEATH 112

LE GRANGE 69

0

2

20

0

HILDA HEATH 112

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

RHEEBOK'S RUST 52

LE GRANGE 69

1

0

21

0

AVONDALE 114

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

BELFORT 53

LE GRANGE 69

2

1

22

0

AVONDALE 114

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

BRAMWELL 54

MONT PLAISIR 70

0

2

23

1

AVONDALE 114

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

BRAMWELL 54

MONT PLAISIR 70

1

0

24

2

ALWINREIN 115

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

BRAMWELL 54

3

2

0

ALWINREIN 115

2

DELL CRANNEY 55

1

1

ALWINREIN 115

3

GLEN ALFRED 56

0

0

THE START 116

0

1

BERG VIEW 72

1

THE START 116

1

2

BERG VIEW 72

2

THE START 116

2

GEORGE MOSHESH 13
QUEENS MERCY
TRADING SITE 249
MPARANA TRADING
SITE 250
MARIA ZEL MISSION 270

26

DELL CRANNEY 55

MONT PLAISIR 70
MAFUBE MISSION
STATION 71
BERG VIEW 72

1

25

BRAMWELL 54

ALWINREIN 115

GEORGE MOSHESH 13

0

BESSDALE 117

0

BERTIEVALE 269

0

3

ROLLAND 73

1

MOLIFE 118

0

MANNING 277

0

0

ROLLAND 73

1

TRAMORE 58

1

DRAKENSROCK 93

1

TRAMORE 58

2

DRAKENSROCK 93

2

MILIFE 18
NTHOANTSO OUTSPAN
119
UPSALA 120

2

0

0

MANNING 277

TRAMORE 58

DRAKENSROCK 93

TRAMORE 58

3

O'CONNORS CAMP 94

0

BERTIE VALE 121

TRAMORE 58

4

O'CONNORS CAMP 94

1

DE SCHUUR 59

0

O'CONNORS CAMP 94

2

DE SCHUUR 59

1

GLADSTONE 95

0

DE SCHUUR 59

2

GLADSTONE 95

1

VERONA TRADING SITE
MAPFONTEIN TRADING
SITE
GEORGE MOSHESH 13

GLEN ALFRED 56
GLEN ALFRED 56
GLEN ALFRED 56
THE RETREAT 57

0

2
8
0
241
242
2

0
0
0

MOUNT FLETCHER
FARM NAME
BLACKFONTEIN
TRADING SITE
TABASE 46

PTN
No.
22
0

TABASE 46

1

TINANA 47

0

DENGWANE 48

0

PABALLONG 51

0

PABALLONG 51

1

PABALLONG 51

2

PABALLONG 51

3

PABALLONG 51

5

PABALLONG 51

6

PABALLONG 51
THABA CHICHA 52

7
1

THABA CHICHA 52

2

THABA CHICHA 52

3

THABA CHICHA 52

4

THABA CHICHA 52

5

THABA CHICHA 52

6

THABA CHICHA 52

7

THABA CHICHA 52

8

THABA CHICHA 52

9

THABA CHICHA 52

10

KUEBUNG 53

0

KUEBUNG 53

1

SEQOBONG 54

0

SEQOBONG 54

1

SEQOBONG 54

2

SEQOBONG 54

3
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SEQOBONG 54

4

SEQOBONG 54

5

NXOTSHANE 83

0

PIRINTSU 84

0

